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Abstract

Ferroelectric Plasma Sources (FEPSs) can generate plasma that provides

effective space-charge neutralization of intense high-perveance ion beams, as

has been demonstrated on the Neutralized Drift Compression Experiment

NDCX-I and NDCX-II. This article presents experimental results on charge

neutralization of a high-perveance 38 keV Ar+ beam by a plasma produced

in a FEPS discharge. By comparing the measured beam radius with the

envelope model for space-charge expansion, it is shown that a charge neu-

tralization fraction of 98% is attainable with sufficiently dense FEPS plasma.

The transverse electrostatic potential of the ion beam is reduced from 15 V

before neutralization to 0.3 V, implying that the energy of the neutralizing

electrons is below 0.3 eV. Measurements of the time-evolution of beam radius

show that near-complete charge neutralization is established ∼5 μs after the

driving pulse is applied to the FEPS, and can last for 35 μs. It is argued

that the duration of neutralization is much longer than a reasonable lifetime

of the plasma produced in the sub-μs surface discharge. Measurements of

current flow in the driving circuit of the FEPS show the existence of electron
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emission into vacuum which lasts for tens of μs after the high voltage pulse

is applied. It is argued that the beam is neutralized by the plasma produced

by this process, and not by a surface discharge plasma that is produced at

the instant the high-voltage pulse is applied.

1. Introduction1

Near-complete space-charge neutralization is required for the transverse2

compression of high-perveance ion beams for ion-beam-driven warm dense3

matter experiments and heavy ion fusion. One approach to beam neutral-4

ization is to fill the region immediately before the target with sufficiently5

dense plasma. The plasma provides a charge-neutralizing medium for beam6

propagation and makes it possible to achieve a high degree of compression7

beyond the space-charge limit. This approach was realized on the Neutral-8

ized Drift Compression Experiment-I (NDCX-I) [1, 2]. The large-volume9

plasma was produced by Ferroelectric Plasma Sources (FEPSs). Based on10

their performance on NDCX-I, FEPS plasma sources were selected for the11

upgraded experiment, NDCX-II [3], and are being considered for future heavy12

ion fusion drivers.13

The operation of Ferroelectric Plasma Sources (FEPSs) is based on the14

surface discharge phenomenon in dielectrics with extremely high values of15

relative permittivity, such as barium titanate (εr ∼1800) [4, 5, 6]. The basic16

configuration of a FEPS is a slab of ferroelectric material placed between two17

metal electrodes, one of which is segmented. Applying a fast-rising (tr < μs)18

voltage pulse (∼5 kV) to the solid electrode causes plasma formation around19

the segmented electrode at points of juncture between metal, ceramic, and20
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vacuum, called triple points. The high value of εr is important for two reasons21

[7]: (a) amplification of the electric field at triple points in microgaps between22

metal and dielectric, and (b) the direction of the macroscopic electric field is23

primarily tangential to the surface of the dielectric. The primary electrons,24

produced by field emission in the microgaps, are accelerated by the tangential25

electric field along the surface of the dielectric, leading to the formation of26

an electron avalanche by secondary electron emission. A neutral layer forms27

by desorbtion and dielectric breakup [8]. The neutrals are ionized by the28

avalanche to form a plasma, which then expands outwards from the surface29

of the dielectric.30

The plasma source used on NDCX (and in the present experiment) has31

a cylindrical cross-section (Fig. 1), with plasma production occurring at the32

inner surface covered by the segmented electrode. The ion beam propagates33

through the FEPS, where the plasma density can reach 5×1010 cm−3, ac-34

cording to Langmuir probe measurements [9]. A plasma source based on a35

surface discharge has a number of advantages for charge neutralization of36

pulsed ion beams, such as easy integration into the beamline, and operation37

that does not interfere with the rest of the accelerator. In particular, neutral38

emission has to be minimal to maintain the high vacuum required for beam39

transport. Since the FEPS plasma is produced by ionization of solid dielec-40

tric material and neutral gas desorbed from the surface of the ceramic, no41

external gas feed is required. According to Ref. [10], near-complete charge42

neutralization can be obtained if the plasma density exceeds the ion beam43

density by a sufficiently large amount, and the plasma electron temperature44

is low compared to the magnitude of the space-charge potential of the beam.45
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Experimental results from NDCX-I confirm that the FEPS plasma satisfies46

these requirements.47

The experiments on NDCX-I [1] were not focused on FEPS research. As48

a result, there is still a need for a comprehensive study of FEPS operation49

and performance optimization. In the present work, a 38 kV, perveance-50

dominated Ar+ beam is used to study the effects of the FEPS plasma dis-51

charge on charge neutralization of the ion beam. The parameters of the Ar+52

beam are quite different compared to the NDCX beam, providing new insight53

about the parameters of the FEPS plasma. In particular, the space-charge54

potential of the 38 kV Ar+ beam is about 15 V, compared to 150 V on NDCX-55

I, which means that electrons with much lower temperature (Te � 15 eV)56

are required for effective neutralization. Unlike NDCX, which operated with57

short beam pulses, the beam pulse duration in the present experiment is58

much longer than the ∼50 μs FEPS plasma lifetime. Therefore, the com-59

plete time-evolution of the FEPS plasma can be inferred from the transverse60

profile measurements of the ion beam. Lastly, the low-velocity Ar+ beam61

has a high cross section for charge-exchange, so the loss of ion beam current62

can be used as a diagnostic of the neutral density inside the FEPS.63

The experiments described in this article demonstrate that near-complete64

charge neutralization (>98%) can be attained with FEPS plasma, corre-65

sponding to a reduction of the transverse space-charge potential of the beam66

from 15 V to 0.3 V, which is indicative of a low temperature (Te < 0.3 eV)67

of the neutralizing electrons. Measurements of the time evolution of the68

transverse beam profile reveal that near-complete charge neutralization is es-69

tablished in about 5 μs after the high voltage pulse is applied to the FEPS.70
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The state of near-complete charge neutralization can last for as long as 35 μs.71

It is found that the duration of neutralization corresponds to the duration of72

ongoing current flow in the driving circuit of the FEPS. This suggests that73

plasma is produced continuously for tens of μs, contrary to the commonly74

accepted mechanism of plasma production in a sub-μs surface discharge.75

The organization of this paper is as follows. The experiment is described76

in Section 2, including the parameters of the ion beam, the FEPS pulser77

circuit, and the data acquisition procedure. The experimental technique for78

obtaining an electron-free beam, which was necessary for the neutralization79

experiment, is described in detail. Section 3 contains a discussion of the80

results. The methods of data analysis for estimating the charge neutralization81

fraction and the neutral density inside the FEPS are described in Sections 3.182

and 3.2, respectively. Section 3.3 discusses the data on the time evolution83

of the beam radius in response to FEPS plasma formation. The results84

are compared to a model of the FEPS discharge which assumes that plasma85

production occurs in a sub-μs surface discharge. Conclusions are summarized86

in Section 4.87

2. Experiment88

In the present experiment, the argon beam is extracted from a multi-89

cusp RF plasma source with three-electrode (accel-decel) extraction optics90

and a 4 mm diameter extraction aperture. A 200 μs long beam pulse is91

produced every 3 seconds. The pressure in the propagation chamber was92

about 10−6 Torr due to the flow of neutral argon from the plasma ion source.93

The accelerator is operated at an extraction voltage VB = 38 kV and beam94
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current IB = 0.7 mA, which was measured with a large Faraday cup that95

intercepted the whole beam 13 cm downstream of the extraction aperture.96

The corresponding dimensionless perveance Q = IB
√
M/[4πε0

√
2eV

3/2
B ] was97

3.9×10−4. The value of IB (and hence Q) was set such that the initial diver-98

gence of the beam due to ion optics was minimized, i.e., the ion source was99

operated at “perveance match” conditions.100

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the beamline used in the present exper-101

iments. The ion beam enters a FEPS located 13 cm downstream of the102

extraction aperture. The FEPS plasma source has a 7.6 cm inner diameter103

and is 12 cm long (Fig. 3). The FEPS, described in detail in Ref. [11], was de-104

veloped for NDCX-II. Downstream of the FEPS, the beam is intercepted by105

a movable Faraday cup, collimated with a 0.1 mm by 50.8 mm slit, oriented106

horizontally. The collimated Faraday cup (CFC) is movable in the vertical107

direction. To measure the time-resolved current density profile of the beam108

I(x, t), the CFC signal is recorded at 35 vertical (x) positions within ±2 cm109

of the beam centerline. The total beam current IB(t) at z = 40 cm can be110

calculated by integrating the current density profile I(x, t):111

IB(t) =

∫ +2cm

−2cm

I(x, t)dx

For the ion beam in this experiment, the above calculation gives IB =112

0.5 mA, which differs from the value measured with the large Faraday cup113

(0.7 mA). By operating the ion source at different plasma densities, it was114

found that the values of IB measured with the two diagnostics are linearly115

related. This justifies using the value of IB obtained by integrating the CFC116

profiles as a relative measurement of IB. The discrepancy cannot be wholly117

attributed to greater charge exchange losses at the location of the CFC, which118
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are estimated to be 1.5% for the conditions of the experiment. A possible119

reason for the discrepancy is that the actual width of the CFC slit is narrower120

than 100 μm.121

The FEPS is driven by a high voltage pulser (Fig. 1), which consists of122

a 141 nF storage capacitor and a thyratron switch. Initially, the capacitor123

is charged to a positive DC voltage. When the thyratron is triggered, the124

positive terminal of the capacitor is grounded, resulting in the application of125

a negative voltage pulse to the outer electrode of the FEPS. The FEPS was126

operated at two charging voltages of 5.5 kV and 6.5 kV.127

2.1. Analysis of beam expansion128

Our approach to studying neutralization dynamics is to infer the effective129

beam perveance from a measurement of the beam radius 40 cm downstream130

from the source. The expansion of the beam envelope R(z) is described by131

the envelope equation:132

d2R

dz2
=

feQ

R
+

ε2⊥
R3

(1)

where fe is the fraction of unneutralized space charge and ε⊥ is the unnor-133

malized transverse emittance. The transverse emittance was measured using134

the two-slit method to be about 2 mm·mrad. At Q = 3.9×10−4, the per-135

veance term in Eq. (1) dominates the emittance term (QR2/ε2⊥ � 270), so136

the emittance term can be ignored in our analysis. Thus, if the initial ra-137

dius and divergence of the beam are known, the radius of the beam at the138

z-location of the diagnostic, which is measured experimentally, depends on139

the effective perveance Qeff only.140

In order to infer changes in Qeff due to charge neutralization by electrons141

from the FEPS discharge, the beam has to be free of electrons from other142
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sources. In practice, however, ion beams tend to self-neutralize, producing143

electrons by ionization of background neutrals and secondary electron emis-144

sion. These electrons become trapped in the space-charge potential well of145

the ion beam, neutralizing its space charge. The accumulation of electrons146

was expected to proceed for tens of μs for the conditions of this experiment.147

Correspondingly, we expected to observe a decrease in beam radius in the148

course of the 200 μs-long beam pulse. However, measurements showed that149

the beam radius did not decrease with time, implying a lack of electron ac-150

cumulation in our system. The measured dependence of beam radius on the151

perveance Q showed excellent agreement with the envelope equation (1) as-152

suming a complete lack of neutralization (fe = 1). It was concluded that the153

ion beam was fully space-charge dominated, with a neutralization fraction154

close to zero. Increasing the residual gas pressure to increase the rate of155

electron production did not improve neutralization. This suggested that the156

absence of space-charge neutralization was not due to insufficient electron157

production, but due to poor electron confinement in the potential well of the158

beam.159

It was determined that electron loss occurred due to incomplete shield-160

ing of the plasma electrode of the ion source, which was biased to +38 kV.161

When a grounded conducting mesh was installed to isolate the plasma elec-162

trode from the propagation chamber (Fig. 2), neutralization of the ion beam163

by residual gas ionization was observed. Figure 4 plots measurements of the164

beam radius as a function of time at different residual gas pressures. It can165

be seen that the beam radius decreases with time, corresponding to the accu-166

mulation of electrons produced by residual gas ionization. As expected, the167
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duration of electron accumulation decreased with increasing pressure from168

∼200 μs at 1.7×10−6 Torr to ∼10 μs at 1.1×10−4 Torr. A reasonable expla-169

nation for the lack of electron accumulation before the shielding mesh was170

installed is the presence of fringe electric fields in the beam propagation region171

due to the high-voltage plasma electrode. The lack of electron confinement172

in the beam in the absence of the shielding mesh highlights the importance of173

the boundary conditions of the propagation region for low-energy ion beams.174

If a space-charge dominated beam is desired, the mechanism for electron loss175

can be deliberately introduced into the system.176

The installation of the shielding mesh, which was necessary to keep the177

FEPS plasma out of the acceleration gap, resulted in the introduction of178

another source of neutralizing electrons. This presented a problem for mea-179

suring charge neutralization by FEPS plasma only. Fortunately, it was found180

that when a recently-triggered FEPS was placed in the beam path, the cap-181

ture of electrons produced by gas ionization in the space-charge potential182

well of the beam ceased completely, even at increased neutral pressures. The183

presence of the FEPS had a similar effect on electron accumulation to the184

unshielded plasma electrode. This is evident from the fact that the trans-185

verse current density profiles matched the profiles measured in the absence186

of the shielding mesh. Furthermore, no decrease of the beam radius on the187

timescale of tens of μs was observed. Figure 5 plots the current in the colli-188

mated Faraday cup (CFC) at the beam centerline with and without the FEPS189

installed. Without the FEPS, the current in the central beamlet increases190

over time, corresponding to a decrease of the beam radius due to electron191

accumulation. On the other hand, the current in the central beamlet does192
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not increase in time with the FEPS installed. The lack of electron accumu-193

lation can be attributed to the presence of a dielectric boundary in the beam194

propagation region, which can result in electron removal due to a secondary195

electron emission coefficient above unity [12]. However, this mechanism does196

not fully explain the observed effect because electron removal occurred only197

after the FEPS had been operated. This suggests that the FEPS dielectric198

retained a positive polarization surface charge after producing plasma, which199

decayed over several hours.200

With electron removal by the FEPS, the beam had a charge neutraliza-201

tion fraction of approximately zero prior to triggering the FEPS, making it202

possible to attribute measured changes in the beam radius to the decrease in203

the effective perveance of the beam due to electrons produced in the FEPS204

plasma discharge.205

2.2. Data Acquisition Procedure206

The measurement of the ion beam current density profiles with the colli-207

mated Faraday cup (CFC) was complicated by the fact that charged particles208

emitted by the FEPS entered the CFC. To obtain accurate time-resolved cur-209

rent density measurements of the ion beam, the FEPS current was measured210

separately and subtracted from the ion beam current signal with FEPS neu-211

tralization. In order to prevent the bulk FEPS plasma electrons from entering212

the diagnostic, the suppressor and collector electrodes of the CFC were bi-213

ased to -300 V and -400 V, respectively. The positive 100 V bias of the214

suppressor with respect to the collector was set so the SEE electrons gener-215

ated at the collector are attracted to the suppressor grid, thus contributing216

to the current measured at the collector. This approach, used previously in217
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Ref. [13], effectively amplified the ion beam current signal by a factor of 8218

without increasing the amplitude of the FEPS signal.219

Typical unprocessed CFC signals, plotted in Fig. 6, show that the mag-220

nitude of the positive current due to the FEPS plasma ions is comparable to221

the ion beam signal. The FEPS signal shows significant shot-to-shot varia-222

tion, so in order to subtract the FEPS contribution to the CFC signal, an223

average of six consecutive shots at each CFC position is used. The use of224

the background subtraction procedure is justified by calculating the total ion225

beam current as a function of time (Fig. 7). Besides the first 2 μs after the226

FEPS is triggered, the total ion beam current is approximately constant and227

equal to its initial value.228

3. Results and Discussion229

The time-evolution of the transverse size of the beam in response to the230

appearance of the FEPS plasma is plotted in Fig. 8. The transverse size231

of the beam is characterized by the RMS (XRMS) and half-width, half-232

max (XHWHM) widths of the profile. At VFEPS = 5.5 kV, the minimum233

beam width was XHWHM = 5.4 mm (XRMS = 4.5 mm). The beam re-234

tained this minimal divergence for ∼7 μs. Afterwards, the beam divergence235

increased, but remained smaller than the unneutralized divergence for the236

recorded interval. Neutralization improved by increasing the FEPS driving237

voltage. At VFEPS = 6.5 kV, the minimum transverse size of the beam was238

XHWHM = 5.0 mm (XRMS = 3.9 mm). The duration of neutralization in-239

creased significantly to ∼35 μs. For both charging voltages, the transition240

from the space-charge-dominated spot size to the fully-neutralized spot size241
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occurred in about 5 μs after the FEPS is triggered.242

3.1. Estimating the effective perveance with FEPS neutralization243

Beam profiles before and after the FEPS is triggered, shown in Fig. 9, can244

be analyzed in terms of the envelope model [Eq. (1)] to estimate the effective245

beam perveance Qeff attained with FEPS neutralization. Estimating Qeff246

requires knowledge of 3 parameters: the initial beam radius (R0), the initial247

divergence angle (R′
0), and the radius of the beam at the location of the248

diagnostic [R(z = 40 cm)]. It was found that the value of the initial radius R0249

does not strongly affect the estimate of Qeff , so R0 = 1.5 mm was assumed,250

which is equal to the radius of the extraction aperture of the ion source.251

The estimate of Qeff is, however, very sensitive to the value of the initial252

divergence angle R′
0, which cannot be measured directly. This is because it is253

impossible to achieve perfect charge neutralization, so some beam expansion254

will invariably occur due to nonzero effective perveance. It is possible to255

obtain an upper bound forR′
0 from the envelope equation by assumingQeff =256

0, but this approach is clearly not practical since the goal is to determine a257

non-zero value of Qeff .258

Unlike in the case of a neutralized beam, the perveance Q ∝ IB/V
3/2
B of259

an unneutralized beam is known with good certainty based on the measured260

values of beam current IB and accelerating potential VB. With Q and R0261

known, the initial divergence angle R′
0 can be inferred from the measured262

radius of the beam. This requires a systematic way of defining the beam263

radius from the transverse profile data. Note that for an axisymmetric beam,264

the transverse space charge force on a particle on the edge of the beam265

depends on the linear charge density λ = IB/v, irrespective of the radial266
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current density distribution. In theory, the radius of the outermost trajectory267

could be used to define the beam radius. However, the profiles measured268

experimentally typically show wide “tail” regions with no obvious edge of the269

beam, making it necessary to consider the whole profile in order to define270

the beam radius.271

The shape of the profile must be consistent with expansion due to space272

charge. The simplest case to consider is that of a laminar beam with uniform273

radial current density j(r):274

j(r) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
IB/(πR

2
B) r ≤ RB

0 r > RB

, R′(r) = R′
0 ·

r

RB

(2)

For a uniform profile, the radial electric Er is proportional to radius, which275

means that the electric field due to space charge results in a linear defocusing276

force, i.e.,277

Er(r) =
IBr

2πε0R2
Bv

.

For a laminar beam subject to a linear force, the shape of the transverse278

profile must remain unchanged. Thus, the profile of an initially-uniform beam279

will remain uniform during space-charge expansion, with the radius RB(z)280

defined by the envelope equation (Eq.1). In the experiment, y-integrated281

current density profiles I(x) were measured. For a beam with a uniform282

radial current density profile determined from Eq. (2), I(x) is given by283

I(x) =

∫
j(x, y)dy =

2IB
πRB

√
1− x2/R2

B . (3)

The space-charge-dominated profile in Fig. 9 shows an excellent match with284

I(x) defined by Eq. (3), with beam radius equal to 17.5 mm. The initial285
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divergence angle can now be calculated from Eq. (1) to be 1.2◦, assuming286

an initial beam radius of 1.5 mm and Q = 3.9×10−4. This result is in287

good agreement with previous studies of characteristic beam divergence of288

produced by plasma ion sources with 3-electrode extraction optics [14].289

Assuming that the beam profile neutralized by the FEPS at 6.5 kV290

(Fig. 9) has a radius of 10 mm, which includes the whole peak of the profile,291

the effective perveance can be calculated from Eq. (1) to be Qeff = 0.02 Q0.292

This degree of neutralization (98%) must exist along the whole length of the293

beam, which means that electrons produced in the FEPS discharge propa-294

gated throughout the volume of the beam. The radius of the profile obtained295

with gas neutralization is approximately equal to 11.3 mm, which corresponds296

to a charge neutralization fraction of 83%.297

The estimated value of Qeff with neutralization by FEPS plasma can298

be related to the amplitude of the transverse electrostatic potential V⊥ of299

the beam, which is reduced from 15 V in the absence of neutralization to300

0.3 V with Qeff = 0.02 Q0. For neutralizing electrons to be trapped in301

the residual potential of the beam, their energy has to be below 0.3 eV,302

which provides an estimate of the temperature of the neutralizing electrons303

supplied by the FEPS. This is supported by the fact that neutralization by304

the FEPS plasma source driven at 6.5 kV results in a narrower beam profile305

than neutralization by gas ionization (Fig. 9). Note that the above electron306

temperature estimate does not apply to the bulk of the FEPS plasma, but307

only to the population of electrons produced in the FEPS discharge that308

neutralize the ion beam. A similar process of cold electron accumulation309

occurs in negative-glow plasmas [15].310
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Ref. [16] reports a charge neutralization fraction of 80% for a 0.4 mA,311

160 keV Cs+ beam neutralized by electrons emitted from a hot tungsten312

filament. Magnetic quadrupoles were used to give the beam a converging313

trajectory to the target, with the filament placed immediately downstream314

of the last focusing quadrupole. The main parameters that determine the315

degree of charge neutralization, which are the magnitude of the transverse316

electrostatic potential V⊥ and the temperature of the neutralizing electrons317

Te, are quite similar between Ref. [16] (V⊥ = 7.5 V, Te ∼ 0.2 eV) and the318

present experiment (V⊥ = 15 V, Te ∼ 0.3 eV). The greater degree of charge319

neutralization that was obtained in the present experiment can be attributed320

to the fact that electrons were extracted from a volume plasma, versus a321

localized emitter in Ref. [16]. This agrees with the results of Ref. [10], where322

different methods of charge neutralization are compared, and it is shown that323

introducing a volume plasma into the beam propagation region provides the324

greatest degree of charge neutralization.325

3.2. Neutral density inside the FEPS326

The loss of ion beam current to charge-exchange collisions can be used327

as a diagnostic of the neutral density inside the FEPS. Besides the small328

fluctuations of the current in the first 10 μs after the FEPS trigger, which329

are likely due to errors from background subtraction, no measurable decrease330

in ion beam current is detected for the first 40 μs (Fig. 7). By assuming that331

a small fraction of the ion beam current is lost, we can estimate an upper332

bound for the neutral density nn inside the FEPS. For a neutral cloud with333

length L = 12 cm and a charge-exchange cross section σcx = 1.2×10−15 cm2,334
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the loss fraction is335

floss = 1− exp[−nnσcxL] . (4)

For floss = 1%, nn = 7×1011 cm−3 (nn = 4×1012 cm−3 for floss = 5%). The336

value of σcx is based on measured beam current loss at 1.1×10−4 Torr, and337

is in agreement with published cross-section data [17].338

The data shows that the ion beam pulse is able to pass through the FEPS339

source well before the neutrals arrive. This is not a surprising result, given340

that the velocity of the neutral front is expected to be about 1 cm/ms [5].341

For the short ion beam pulses envisioned for heavy ion fusion, the FEPS342

source can provide neutralizing plasma while keeping the beam propagation343

region neutral free.344

3.3. Basic physics of FEPS operation345

The traditional description of the FEPS plasma source operation [7] is346

based on the surface discharge phenomenon. The discharge is initiated by347

electron emission from metal-dielectric-vacuum triple points when the fast-348

rising voltage pulse is applied. These electrons are accelerated along the349

dielectric surface by a tangential electric field. An electron avalanche grows350

by secondary electron emission. Neutrals are desorbed from the surface and351

ionized by the avalanche, forming a thin layer of plasma near the surface352

of the dielectric. After formation, the plasma expands outwards, filling the353

volume of the FEPS. A key feature of this model is that all the plasma354

is formed in the sub-μs time interval required for the electron avalanche355

to traverse the surface of the dielectric. No other mechanisms of plasma356

formation are considered. The persistence of the plasma for tens of μs, which357

is observed experimentally, is sometimes described as “afterglow.”358
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Based on the measured time evolution of the beam radius in response to359

FEPS plasma formation (Fig. 8), we can discuss the validity of the assump-360

tion that plasma formation occurs only in the first fraction of a μs. The first361

characteristic timescale of the FEPS is the delay between the application of362

the HV pulse and when the beam becomes fully neutralized, which is about363

5 μs in our data. In the surface discharge model, this delay arises due to the364

propagation time of the plasma from the edge of the FEPS to the center. The365

characteristic velocity of propagation is the ion sound speed vs = (Te/Mi)
1/2.366

If vs = RFEPS/5μs = 0.76 cm/μs, then the electron temperature can be esti-367

mated (Te = v2sMi) with an additional assumption for the ion mass Mi. If the368

FEPS plasma is composed of the BaTiO3 ceramic, then using Mi = 16 amu369

(oxygen) gives Te = 10 eV. Using Mi for titanium and barium gives unrea-370

sonably high Te values. Another possibility is that the plasma is formed by371

ionization of the adsorbed neutral layer. For Mi = 1 amu (i.e. hydrogen372

from water vapor or pump oil), Te = 0.6 eV.373

A similar delay of 7 μs between triggering the FEPS and optimal beam374

neutralization was reported on NDCX-I [18]. This is somewhat surprising375

given the different parameters of the NDCX beam, which had a space-charge376

potential of 150 V, compared to 15 V for the Ar+ beam in the present exper-377

iments. Since effective charge neutralization requires electrons with a much378

lower temperature than the space-charge potential energy of the ion beam,379

neutralization of the NDCX-I beam can be achieved by hotter (more mobile)380

electrons, which should reach the center of the FEPS sooner than the cold381

electrons required for neutralization in the present experiments. The fact382

that similar delays are observed can be attributed to electrostatic confine-383
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ment of plasma electrons by the plasma ions. That is, free movement of384

plasma electrons inside the volume of the FEPS becomes possible only when385

the slow-moving plasma ions reach the center of the FEPS.386

However, in the present experiment, the near-complete charge neutraliza-387

tion that was observed 5 μs after the FEPS trigger had to exist throughout388

the whole length of the beam. In particular, the beam had to be neutral-389

ized immediately downstream of the ion source, which was located 13 cm390

upstream of the FEPS. This experimental fact contradicts the notion that391

electron mobility is severely constrained by the ion space charge.392

Another characteristic timescale of the FEPS plasma is the duration of393

neutralization. At VFEPS = 6.5 kV, neutralization lasts for longer than 35 μs394

(Fig. 8). During the entire interval, the maximum neutralization fraction of395

0.98 is maintained. Intuitively, one would expect that the plasma inside the396

FEPS should last approximately as long as the time it takes to propagate to397

the center, i.e. about 5 μs. According to a previous analysis of the dissipation398

of a high-density volume plasma produced by a laser pulse [19], the lifetime399

of the plasma is approximately equal to the time it takes to traverse the400

length of the system at the ion sound speed. This is confirmed by the direct401

measurement of the FEPS ion current in the CFC (Fig. 7). The data shows402

that the bulk of the ions emitted by the FEPS reach the diagnostic within403

8 μs after the FEPS trigger. The FEPS ion current falls to the background404

level approximately 30 μs after the FEPS trigger. At this time, the ion beam405

is still fully neutralized.406

A possible explanation for the 35 μs duration of neutralization is that407

the beam remains neutralized as long as the plasma density inside the FEPS408
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exceeds a certain threshold density, e.g., the beam density (nb ∼ 108 cm−3).409

The density of a dissipating plasma as a function of time can be modeled as410

an exponential decay with a characteristic time scale τ , which corresponds to411

the time it takes to traverse the radius of the FEPS at the ion sound speed,412

i.e.,413

dn

dt
= n0e

− t
τ = n0e

− vst
R . (5)

Here n0 is the initial plasma density, R is the radius of the FEPS, and vs =414

(kTe/Mi)
1/2 is the ion sound speed. For τ = 5 μs, the initial plasma density415

inside the FEPS can be estimated to be n0 ∼ 1.1×1011 cm−3, assuming416

that at t = 35 μs the plasma density becomes equal to the beam density417

(nb = 108 cm−3). This estimate exceeds previous measurements of the density418

in the center of the FEPS [11] by a factor of ∼2.419

The inconsistency between experimental data and the model of plasma420

production in a sub-μs surface discharge has been encountered in previous421

work on ferroelectric cathodes [20], where plasmas lasting longer than 30 μs422

after the driving pulse has been removed were observed. The authors de-423

scribe this as an “anomalous” result. Overall, the surface discharge model of424

FEPS operation is contradicted by the experimental data in several impor-425

tant ways. An alternative explanation for the observed temporal dynamics of426

neutralization is continuous emission of electrons by the FEPS, which lasts427

for tens of μs after the high-voltage pulse. It is likely that the nature of428

this emission involves ferroelectric properties of barium titanate. Possibly,429

the application of the high voltage pulse establishes a highly non-equilibrium430

polarization state. The subsequent electron emission serves as a relaxation431

mechanism.432
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Preliminary evidence of this emission was obtained in a separate set of433

experiments, in which the forward current Ifrw to the outer electrode of the434

FEPS and the return current Iret from the segmented electrode to ground435

were measured (Fig. 1). It was found that a forward current of several am-436

peres continues to flow to the outer electrode for tens of μs after the high-437

voltage pulse is applied. This current was conducted through the thyratron,438

which remained in the afterglow state. This demonstrates the presence of439

ongoing energy exchange and charge exchange between the FEPS and the ex-440

ternal circuit well after the HV pulse, which could drive continuous charged-441

particle emission. We also observed a significant difference of several am-442

peres between the return and forward currents, corresponding to emission of443

negative charge into vacuum, which was confirmed with Faraday cup mea-444

surements. The emission current was found to last for tens of μs after the445

application of the high voltage pulse. Figure 10 shows plots of the waveforms446

of the current emitted by the FEPS for charging voltages of 6.5 and 5.5 kV,447

together with the electron current measured in the Faraday cup. The data448

shows very good correspondence between the current “missing” in the circuit449

and the charged particle current in the Faraday cup.450

The fact that plasma formation can occur well after the application of the451

high-voltage pulse is also evident from fast photography studies of the FEPS452

discharge (Fig. 11), which were carried out for the compact (3.5 cm diameter)453

FEPS in Ref. [18]. Figure 11 shows that the formation and dissipation of the454

surface discharge plasma occurs in the first ∼4 μs after the FEPS is triggered,455

with a secondary discharge appearing ∼6 μs after the FEPS is triggered.456

The timing of the secondary discharge agrees with the 5 μs delay between457
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the application of the driving pulse to the FEPS and near-complete charge458

neutralization of the ion beam in the present experiments. While further459

investigation is required to establish the detailed nature of this emission, we460

believe it is the likely mechanism responsible for producing the electrons that461

neutralize the ion beam space charge in the operation of ferroelectric plasma462

sources.463

4. Conclusions464

The experimental results confirm that FEPS plasma sources are effective465

for charge neutralization of high-perveance ion beams. At a 6.5 kV FEPS466

charging voltage, the degree of charge neutralization by FEPS plasma was467

estimated to be up to 98%, implying very low temperature of the neutralizing468

electrons. It was also determined that the central region was free of neutrals469

during the first 40 μs after the initiation of the FEPS plasma discharge.470

Based on the measured time-evolution of the beam radius in response471

to the formation of the FEPS plasma, the nature of the basic mechanism472

by which the plasma is formed was addressed. The data shows that optimal473

neutralization is established by 5 μs after the high-voltage pulse, and can last474

for longer than 35 μs. In the widely accepted model of plasma formation,475

which is based on the propagation of an electron avalanche along the surface476

of the dielectric, plasma production occurs only in a fraction of a μs when477

the high-voltage pulse is applied. It is suggested that the measured 35 μs478

duration of neutralization is significantly longer than the predicted lifetime479

of such plasma, which is estimated from the size of the system and the ion480

sound speed. In addition, it was determined that the electrons produced in481
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the FEPS discharge filled the whole length of the ion beam by 5 μs after482

the FEPS was triggered. This result directly contradicts the notion that the483

mobility of the FEPS plasma electrons is restricted by the space-charge of484

the slow-moving FEPS plasma ions, which is required to explain the 5 μs485

neutralization delay according to the surface discharge model.486

An alternative explanation of the experimental data is that charge is487

emitted by the FEPS continuously for tens of μs after the application of the488

high-voltage pulse. Then, the timing of the ion beam neutralization can be489

naturally attributed to the inherent duration of this emission process, without490

having to justify the presence or absence of plasma to explain specific exper-491

imental measurements. Preliminary experimental results were presented in492

support of the continuous emission hypothesis. Our measurements show that493

after the high-voltage pulse is applied, several amperes of current continue494

to flow in the pulser circuit to the outer electrode of the FEPS for tens of495

μs. This current is likely to provide energy and charge for charged particle496

emission by the FEPS. In addition, we measured the emission of negative497

charge by the FEPS into vacuum with a Faraday cup.498

Although our measurements indicate that electron emission into vacuum499

indeed exists, the exact physical nature of this process remains unclear and500

merits further research. It is likely that this emission process, and not surface501

discharge plasma, is essential to the operation of ferroelectric plasma sources.502

It is worth noting that we do not dispute the fact that plasma formation by503

surface discharge occurs in the FEPS discharge. The essential aspect of our504

claim is that there exists another mechanism by which charged particles are505

emitted into vacuum continuously in the course of the FEPS discharge. The506
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electrons produced by this mechanism are the ones responsible for the charge507

neutralization of high-perveance ion beams.508
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Figures512

Figure 1: Schematic of the FEPS and the high-voltage pulser circuit. Initially, the 150 nF

capacitor CS is charged at a positive voltage VFEPS . When the thyratron is triggered,

the positive terminal of the capacitor is shorted to ground, and a negative voltage pulse

is applied to the outer electrode of the FEPS. A difference in the forward electron current

(Iforw) to the FEPS and the return current (Iret) to ground is indicative of charged particle

emission by the FEPS.
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Figure 2: Experimental beamline arrangement. An Ar+ beam, extracted from a plasma

ion source, propagates through a cylindrical FEPS. Solutions to the envelope equation

Eq. (1) are plotted for Q = 3.9×10−4 (red) and and Q = 0 (blue), with R0 = 2 mm and

R′
0 = 1.2◦ assumed for both envelopes. Downstream of the FEPS, the beam is intercepted

by a movable collimated Faraday cup at z = 40 cm, which is used to measure the transverse

current density profile of the beam.
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Figure 3: Ferroelectric plasma source (FEPS) that was used in the experiment. The

grounded inner electrode is a helical stainless steel winding with a 2 mm pitch. The

diameter of the winding is slightly larger than the inner diameter of the BaTiO3 cylinder,

ensuring good contact between the inner electrode and the ceramic. The ceramic cylinder

is enclosed in a Delrin jacket to prevent electrical breakdown.
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Figure 4: Time-evolution of transverse beam size (XHWHM (t)) at different chamber pres-

sures. The accelerating voltage is applied at t = 100 μs and turned off at t = 380 μs. It

can be seen that the transverse beam size decreases faster as the pressure is increased due

to an increase in the rate of electron production by the ion beam.
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Figure 5: Plot of current density on the beam axis versus time with electron removal by

a FEPS (blue trace) and with autoneutralization (red trace). The accelerating voltage is

applied at t = 50 μs and turned off at t = 330 μs. The increase in current on the beam axis

is observed when electrons are not prevented from accumulating in the beam potential well

(red trace). On the other hand, the current on the beam axis does not increase in time

with the FEPS in the beamline (blue trace), which implies a lack of electron accumulation

in the beam.
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Figure 6: Typical collimated Faraday cup current signals: (blue) average of combined ion

beam and FEPS currents (〈IB + IFEPS〉); (red) average FEPS-only current (〈IFEPS〉);
and (black) ion beam current with the FEPS background subtracted (〈IB + IFEPS〉 −
〈IFEPS〉). Averages of six signals were used because the FEPS current varied somewhat

between individual shots (dashed lines).
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Figure 7: Total current as a function of time calculated by integrating the current den-

sity profiles. The total beam current IB adjusted for the FEPS background stays ap-

proximately constant after the FEPS is triggered, confirming the accuracy of the FEPS

background subtraction.
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Figure 8: The time evolution of the transverse size of the beam in response to FEPS plasma

formation. Full neutralization is established about 5 μs after the FEPS is triggered. For

VFEPS=6.5 kV, full neutralization lasts for about 35 μs.
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Figure 9: Transverse density profiles of the space-charge-dominated and neutralized beam.

The shape of the space-charge-dominated profile, obtained at t = 10.0 μs, corresponds a

beam with radius 17.5 mm and uniform current density given by Eq. (3) (green curve).

The profiles neutralized by the FEPS are shown at t = 20.5 μs for VFEPS = 6.5 kV, and

at t = 18.0 μs for VFEPS = 5.5 kV. The plot of the least divergent profile obtained with

neutralization by gas ionization (pressure = 2×10−5 Torr of air) is included to demonstrate

that FEPS neutralization can produce a less divergent beam than neutralization by gas

ionization, which is indicative of lower electron temperature in the FEPS plasma.
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Figure 10: Waveforms of electron current emission by the FEPS source (IFEPS = Ifrw −
Iret) for charging voltages of 6.5 kV and 5.5 kV. The dashed lines are the currents to the

Faraday cup (IFC). The fact that the “missing” current in the circuit (IFEPS) corresponds

to the electron emission is evident from the similar time evolution of IFEPS and IFC .
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Figure 11: Fast photography images of the compact FEPS in Ref. [18]. The images are

averages of 8 consecutive FEPS shots taken with a 1 μs exposure. The FEPS is triggered

at t = −1.8 μs. After the formation and dissipation of the surface discharge plasma

by t = 2.0 μs, a secondary discharge is initiated at t = 4.0 μs. The initiation of the

secondary discharge occurs approximately when the beam attains near-complete charge

neutralization in the present experiment. This suggests that the plasma produced in the

secondary discharge is responsible for the near-complete charge neutralization of the ion

beam.
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